1. **Logic Requirement**: PHIL 0180 is required of all majors and minors and should be completed by the end of the sophomore year.

   PHIL 0180 A  Introduction Modern Logic  Fall, Spring
   K. Khalifa, H. Grasswick

2. **History Requirements**
   (both are required of majors and should be taken by the end of the junior year, or by the end of the sophomore for students who will be abroad during their junior year):

   PHIL 0201 Ancient Greek Philosophy  Fall
   M. Woodruff

   PHIL 0250 Early Modern Philosophy  Spring
   L. Besser

3. **ESP (Ethics and Social & Political Philosophy)**

   PHIL 0205 Human Nature & Ethics  Spring
   L. Besser

   PHIL 0207 Philosophy of Human Rights  Fall
   S. Viner

   PHIL 0306 Philosophy of Law  Fall
   S. Viner

4. **ELMMS (Epistemology, Language, Metaphysics, Mind, Science)**

   PHIL 0214 Science and Society  Fall
   H. Grasswick

   PHIL 0252 Philosophy of Mind  Spring
   J. Spackman

   PHIL 0280 Semantics, Logic, and Cognition Spring
   K. Khalifa

   PHIL 0316 Philosophy of Science  Winter
   K. Khalifa

   PHIL 0354 Philosophy of Language  Spring
   J. Spackman
**Additional Electives:**

PHIL 0150 Introduction to the Western Philosophical Tradition  
M. Woodruff  
Spring

PHIL 0156 Contemporary Moral Issues  
L. Besser  
Fall

PHIL 0170 Introduction to World Philosophy  
J. Spackman  
Fall

PHIL 0234 Philosophy & Feminism  
H. Grasswick  
Spring

HIST/PHIL 0237 Chinese Philosophy  
D. Wyatt  
Fall

PHIL 0286 Philosophy & Literature  
M. Woodruff  
Fall

PHIL 0302 Philosophy of Plato  
M. Woodruff  
Spring

HIST/PHIL 0305 Confucius and Confucianism  
D. Wyatt  
Spring

HIST/PHIL 0319 Philosophy of History  
D. Wyatt  
Fall

RELI/PHIL 0320 Seminar in Buddhist Philosophy  
W. Waldron  
Spring

**Seminar:**

PHIL 0430 Metaphysics & Epistemology  
K. Khalifa  
Spring

PHIL 0434 Feminist Epistemologies  
H. Grasswick  
Fall